
Note: This is an interview where our correspondent l<nows nothing about the subject, and is forbidden to do any researcli. Tliis interview is for you.

' " Jonny Nexus
^^ ...and should you care?

Our blind interview series is designed to introduce you to people so you can make up your
own mind. Ifyou have never heard ofJonny Nexus, this is the interview for you...

Can you introduce yourself and add anything that We did a fair few issues of Critical Miss and that

you want people to know about you? (Where bought me into contact with Mongoose Publishing

you're from, what you do? Etc) when we organised a Critical Miss pubmeet during a

Well I would start by saying that my name was Jonny GenCon UK and one of their guys attended. It turned

Nexus except, of course, it isn't. Some people are out that they were fans of Critical Miss, and that led

born to ridiculous names. (Jasper Fforde for example to me writing the Slayers Guide for Games Masters
- / was most disappointed when I discovered that he for them, and a column for their magazine Signs &
wasn't a fellow member of the Union of Ridiculous Portents that ran for about 30 issues. (I eventually

Pseudonyms). Others, such as myself, had to invent gave it up to give me time to pursue other things).

them. I'm occasionally asked, why "Jonny Nexus?" After that, I wrote my debut novel Game Night, which
Well the answer to the question of "why that name?" is published by James Wallis's Magnum Opus Press.

is that I've always liked the name Jonny and Nexus it's had some very nice reviews, and I'm currently

was my favourite comic book character The answer working on a second novel.

to the question "why a pseudonym?" is that when I \ really enjoy writing, but I do find it difficult to find the

first started doing my webzine Critical Miss, I didn't time. I pretty much do all my writing now on the tube

want to use my real name for the very good reason (our metro system) on a laptop. Having that 80
that all of the Internet is indexed and a very good minutes a day five days a week is a lifesaver (I'm

chunk of It is archived. typing these answers now on the tube).

I've written pieces describing how my player

character and his colleagues "accidently" firebombed
|

an old women and several assorted housecats whilst

under the mistaken impression that she was a witch.

This is not an anecdote I'd want to try to explain

during a job inten/lew to a potential employer who'd

googled me while reading my CV. Anyhow, for the

purposes of this Interview my name's Jonny Nexus
and I'm a computer programmer in the City ofLondon
by day and - metaphorically - a writer by night. It's a

bit like Bruce Wayne and Batman, except that he

probably can't program and I certainly can't kick the

shit out ofpeople.

Can tell us about your profession/career? (How
you got there? Does your free time involve your

career? And most importantly do you enjoy what
j

you do?)

Well as I said I'm a computerprogrammer working onM
financial applications In the City of London and no, I

don't particularly enjoy it. But it pays the bills. Or did

you want to talk about my writing? :) I started off

doing a webzine called Critical Miss with a friend of

mine, Bubba. (No. That Isn't his real name either).

He handled the web side of things and I wrote the

content. Over the years other people did write for

Critical Miss, but I probably wrote about two-thirds of
|

everything that appeared. (With a couple of

exceptions, if an article doesn't have a name attached Johnny Nexus' (not-so) private office.

to it, then I wrote it). That was ten years ago.



At that point, it all starts to look very, very bad. And
that's the point where you need some confidence in

yourself, some determination, and some bloody

mindedness. Writing things is hard in two ways. It's

hard because it takes a bit of skill and talent. But it's

also hard because it takes a long time before you see

a result. (If it took Gordon Ramsey nine months to

cook a single meal, I expect he'd have some
moments of doubt along the way). The point is that

when you reach that point, where you're convinced It

smells worse than a junkie's toilet, you just have to

drive on and push through it. An awful lot ofpeople

don't, and give up instead.

Is there any aspect of your career you enjoy the

most and why? (Any achievements you most
proud of?)

Game Night Is definitely the thing I'm proudest of I

cannot explain how cool it is to read some of the

things people have said about it. I've had three five-

star reviews on Amazon, and five-star reviews on

both RPGNet and ENWorld. Two reviewers

independently said It was the best novel ever written

about gaming. One added that it was also one of the

funniest novels ever writing about anything.
What do you think is the most challenging hurdle

^, p„.„(g^ „„, ,^g( ,g5( ^g„.g„ g„^ laminated it. so that
for people in your profession? (Whether it be

Some guy holding some book.

/ can look at it when I reach stage two on the novel

I'm currently working on).

I'm not sure which aspect ofmy career I enjoy the

most. I've got a lot of satisfaction from having written

Game Night, and I enjoyed writing on It once I got
enhancing) existing programs rather than writing new^^^^g g„^ ^,j j^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ,,^^ ^^^^ ^„ „^,.,g

getting started or prolonging the passion for

doing it?)

Well what people don't realise Is that programmers

spend most of their time maintaining (I.e. fixing and

ones, and that's a task that can become quite
writing. I'd love to do comics as well, but that's very

monotonous. Sorry, are you still talking about writing?
^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ,.^^^ Cr/^,.^^/ ^^^^ ^^^ f^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^

(In all seriousness, I haven't yet reached the point ^^^ ^/^^ ^ /^^ ^f^^^^ ^^^ ^^,/g ,^3^5 of people
where I can think of writing as my career At the

/,-^g^ ,-f^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ „,-^g g^a,/^^ 3^^ ^^/^^^
moment, it's something I aspire to being my career, ^^^^^ ,.^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ , ^^/^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ,^ ^^.g^^

which IS sadly rather different). ^^^^^ g^^ ^^^ j^^^^^ 5^ y^,^ „,-^g ^^^^ q^^^ ,^,^^^-5
If I was working as a full-time writer than there would

Qgff/^jg f^Q reviews
obviously be a whole load of hurdles, paying the

Is there anything you think you'd be good at, but

don't get paid for, yet you think you should?

(Swearing or parallel parking etc)

Well I can't parallel park for shit, but I'm pretty keen
- you have an Idea and you think on throwing swearwords around as the previous

statement demonstrates. I once said in Critical Miss

that It was the magazine 's stated belief that swearing

was both big and clever Outside of computer

programming and writing, I'm not sure if there's

anything else I'm particularly good at. I'm not bad at

Trivial Pursuit, and I'm quite keen on debating history

mortgage being chief among them. But that aside, .

think the biggest challenge Is keeping going. My
friend Gar Hanrahan once defined the three stages

of a writing project as:

1

)

The Initial Idea -

It's incredible!

2) Writing it - at which point you realise it's utter,

utter shit.

3) Finishing It - at which point you look back and
realise that it's not bad, actually!

I go through those exact stages, and I suspect me
and Gar aren't alone. There's a point, somewhere in and politics. If you ever want a historical and political

the middle where you're far enough in for the initial lesson on the troubles In Northern Ireland or the

burst of confidence to have run out, but you haven't Arab-Israeli situation then I'm your man. (And no, I

yet got far enough to see the finishing line. You're at don't have a solution to the latter - it's the sort of

the bottom of a very deep valley and all you can see thing where the more you learn about it the less you
is mountains. understand).



Did you ever think you'd end up where you are, in!

your life? Would you change any of it if you
could? And if you could what would it be and witi

what kind of power? (e.g. time machine,

supernatural abilities etc) .

I'm pretty happy right now. I've gone from being a '..:

lonely and unhappy single bloke with a desire to be a
^'^^"'^''^

writer to a happily married man who's almost a ^ . .

writer It's not perfect, but it's good enough that I

wouldn't change a thing for fear I'd lose my current Some incriminating

happiness. And there were many years where I photos of Nexus

wouldn't have said that. So no going back in time and with a toddler spade.

giving my younger self a good shouting at! I probably

would have been too paranoid to listen anyway.

What is the best bit of advice you ever received

or offered to others and has it ever helped you?
(General or otherwise; such as "Don't date

women with shorter hair than you." or "Never

sleep with anyone crazier than you..." etc)

Well the personal advice I would give is to avoid

women who are left-handed and deaf in one ear I

What odd fact about yourself have you divulged

in a conversation that resulted in the recipient

being shocked or surprised? Has this resulted in

them never looking at you the same again? (For

example; telling a friend/stranger/surveyor that

you watch Sex in the City not for the bad glam-

sex but for the faux feminist ramblings.)

Anyone who's read my review of Gaelcon 2002 in

can't give any reason except I got involved with three
^"^''^^' ^'^^ '^swe 9 wiil know the answer to that one.

of them and it went badly tits up in each case. My
friends said it was just a curious statistical anomaly,

but it still hurt like hell.

The best advice I ever heard is that if a women
appears with a different hair style do not under any

circumstances tell her that her hair looks nice. A guy
I knew at my old work tried it with a gid he fancied

and the conversation went something like this:

Him: Your hair looks nice!

Her: [screaming angrily] Oh, so I look like a sack of

shit normally, do I? All that time I normally spend

doing my hair's completely wasted is it? Because on

a day like this where I oversleep and don't have time

to do anything with it, it looks better!

She carried on like that for a good minute or so. He
was crushed. I don't think he ever even dared look

her in the eye after that. What he should have said is

something neutral like: "You look different!" Then,

when she explained that she'd overslept and hadn't

had time to do her hair, he could have followed in

with, "Yeah, I thought it didn't look as nice as

normal. " But if she 'd replied with, "I had my hair done

yesterday, what do you think?" he could have said,

"It looks really good!"

Note to any confused women reading this: the point

you have to understand is that we can't tell whether

your hair is different-good, or different-bad, only that

It's different - and to be honest, we're doing pretty

bloody good if we notice that.

And if you haven't read it, it was embarrassing

enough writing about it the first time, so I'm not

repeating it here.

Go read it yourself

http://www. criticalmiss. com/issue9/greatestcon 1.html

With the gradual declining quality of mainstream
(Hollywood) movies; what was the last one you
saw and have you thought "that's it, they can't

get any worse!" (Only to find out there's a sequel

and a genre movement of these types of films?)

The last film I saw was Sex and the City I've never

watched the TV series, but my wife was an avid fan

and wanted to see it, and I actually really enjoyed it.

(But then I do have to confess to a liking for chick

flicks).

What things do you think we (as a society of

producers and consumers) should be making
more or less of?

Well I'm a vegan, so the obvious answer for both

myself and my wife is less meat, eggs, milk, wool,

leather and silk. As to the what to make more part of

the question, we probably split here: she likes

vegetables and fruit while I'm more a veggie burger

and chips man. (I try not to preach, but you did ask!)
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Do you think we should give dumb people smart

bombs? (What do you think are some of the pros

and cons of such behaviour?)

Well leaving aside the obvious point about the

current American Commander-in-Chief and my
opinion of his intelligence, I'm a great believer that a

tool is only as intelligent as its user

The classic example of this being the smart bomb
that was supposed to be dropped on a military base

during the Yugoslavian war but Instead hit the

Chinese embassy. The bomb worked perfectly and
hit the exact address that had been programmed into

it. It's just that they had the wrong sodding address.

Idiots.

What are you hoping to see happen in the future?

(Not taking believability into consideration. For

example, Robot servants, Mad Max post

apocalyptic nuclear war, fuel prices going down,
etc)

I'd like to see more progress in space. I'm a big

believer that man's future lies in exploration beyond
the Earth and I'd love to see the colonisation of

space (Gerald K O'Neil's "The High Frontier" was a

huge influence on me as a young teenager).

At the risk of sounding serious, I'd also like us to find

a workable balance between a sustainable society

and a technological society. I'm quite interested in

permaculture, which is the study of how we can

apply our knowledge of engineering and technology

to create a green future that doesn't involve lots of

primitive back-breaking work.

And jet packs. Jet packs would be cool, although

there's no way you'd get me in one unless it was very

heavily automated. Because jet packs are very hard

to fly Did you know that more men have walked on

the surface of the moon (12) than have ever flown an

untethered jetpack in free flight (11)?

Is there anything (food/books/records/films/

televisions/places/etc, anything) that you
recommend for others to do/see/read/listen/enjoy

etc? (Please convince us to do so...)

Well avoiding obvious things that people will already

know about...
"•^-..

Places: West Cornwall, and in particular St Ives. I KXCT
couldn't really say why except that I find it a magical 5I^"jr
place. And if you live in London (in the UK) there's an ^^Zt'
pretty cheap sleeper sen/ice (only £30 more per w-'-
person than you'd pay for a second class seat) which

is very cool - like being in an Agatha Christie book

except hopefully no-one dies.

Food: Golden crunch from veganstore.co.uk. It's a

sugary, golden honeycomb covered with chocolate.

Eat more than one of them at a time and you feel

sick, but in a really, really good way.

Books: The High Frontier by Gerald K O'Nell (as

mentioned above). Obsolete in some ways, such as

when he talks about the space shuttle, but the basic

principles are still valid. It expands your ideas of

where the human race could realistically go given

that we aren't likely to find ways to break the laws of

physics.

TV: Life on Mars. Actually people will probably know
about this, butjust in case they don't I'll mention it.

Manages to be funny, thrilling and emotional at the

same time, and that's not an easy trinity to bring off.

Have you ever done a Rorschach inkblot test? (If

you have what was your verdict? If not, what do
you think or hope your results would say about

you?)

No. But when I was at college we had an exercise

where we learned about handwriting analysis and
then had to analyse each other's handwriting.

Apparently, mine indicated that I was a sexual

pervert. I rather went off those sorts of tests after that.

What is your favourite mythological/folklore

beast from any country, or any source? What is it

that appeals to you? (some examples:

Chupacabras - Mexico, Loch Ness - Scotland
,

Bigfoot/Sasquatch - North America, Yowie &
Bunyip - Australia, Monkey King - China,

Vampires - Romania, Jesus? etc..)

Probably things like Bigfoot or the Yeti or the other

various legendary "ape men", because if such half-

human species turned out to exist - and it wouldn't

be too bizarre If they did - it would force us to

confront issues about what exactly is and is not a

human being.

We say read more from or about Jenny Nexus in

these places...

http://www.jonnynexus.com/gamenight/

http://www.criticalmiss.com/

We thank all involved in this interview.


